
Introduction 

● Bicyclists are among the most vulnerable road users (VRU), 
and one of the riskiest tasks for drivers is overtaking a 
slow-moving VRU.

● This study aims to provide insights to adjust the 
pre-developed overtaking models by analyzing drivers’ and 
bicyclists’ safety perception, satisfaction to the automated 
overtaking features, and likelihood of collision from the 
perception collected over the experimenter conducted in a 
driving simulation environment.
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Simulation for Overtaking Scenarios

Improvements In Overtaking Model

Self-developed Questionnaires

I am satisfied with the overtaking.

The overtaking works the way I want it to work. 

The overtaking is wonderful.

Bicyclist creates a chance of collision when I overtake.

Bicyclist rides too fast.

The bike is close to me when I overtake.

If there is an oncoming vehicle, I care more about the 
oncoming vehicle than the bike.

Immersive Environment
● a full-size cab
● a 24-inch bike
● three projections

Sixteen Overtaking Scenarios
● Bike/shared lanes
● Oncoming traffic
● Overtaking speed
● Lateral offset

I am satisfied with the overtaking.

The overtaking works the way I want it to work.

The overtaking is wonderful.

Driver creates a chance of collision by overtaking me.

Driver drives too fast.

The car is close to me when it overtakes. 

If there is an oncoming vehicle, I care more about the 
oncoming vehicle than the overtaking car.

Satisfaction

perceived risk

target speed

lateral offset

oncoming vehicle

Perception

● Satisfaction: referring to the Usefulness, Satisfaction, and 
Ease of Use Questionnaire (USE, Lund 2001)

● Perception: self-developed items modified  from literature 
(Robert S. et al., 2005; Bragg & Finn, 1982; Marco, 2016)

Satisfaction

Perception

From driver’s perspective

From bicyclist’s perspective

Biographical
● Driving experience
● Driving behavior pattern

 (normless and attitude)

● Biking experience
● Biking behavior pattern

 (traffic violation behavior)

After-Scenario Questionnaire (7 items, 5-point scale)

Post-Test Questionnaire (7 items, 5 point-scale)

Drivers’ and bicyclists’ perception and critical factors towards the 
overtaking model can be examined by the self-developed 
questionnaires.
By comparing the assessment results, the experimenters aim to 
achieve the following objectives:
● Determine the underlying factors causing differences in 

perception between the two groups of road users.
● Identify the thresholds for automated overtaking 

maneuvers that are more acceptable to stakeholders.
● Recommend adjustments to the current model to ensure 

that the modeled overtaking maneuvers align with the 
satisfaction and perception of both parties.

From driver’s perspective From bicyclist’s perspective

Oncoming
Vehicle

Bike Lane

Speed

● Objective risk: subjects indicate a necessity to change the 
overtaking maneuver to avoid the possible accident 

● Risk scaling: describe the likelihood of a collision 

Lateral
Offset

I drive fast to show others I can handle the car

I will overtake the car in front when it is driving at the 
speed limit

I will drive too close to the car in front

I will disregard a red light on an empty road

With an oncoming vehicle approaching, the 
overtaking vehicle creates a chance of collision

Without an oncoming vehicle approaching, the 
overtaking vehicle creates a chance of collision

While biking in the shared lane, the overtaking 
vehicle beside or near the bike creates a chance of 
collision

While biking in the bike lane, the overtaking vehicle 
beside or near the bike creates a chance of collision

Being overtaken by a vehicle with a higher speed 
leads to a chance of collision

Being overtaken by a vehicle with a shorter distance 
next to the vehicle (distance from bicyclist to the 
vehicle’s right side doors) leads to a chance of 
collision

Being overtaken by a vehicle with a shorter distance 
ahead the vehicle (the bicyclist gap to front bumper) 
leads to a greater chance of collision 

I will ride close enough to the vehicle in front of me that it 
is hard to stop in an emergency

I yield to pedestrians

I bike in the opposite direction of traffic flow

I use the bicycle dedicated lane (when they are available)

With an oncoming vehicle approaching, driving 
beside or near a bike leads to a chance of collision

Without an oncoming vehicle approaching, driving 
beside or near a bike leads to a chance of collision

Driving beside or near a bike in the shared lane 
leads to a chance of collision

Driving beside or near a bike in the bike lane leads 
to a chance of collision

Overtaking with higher speed leads to a greater 
chance of collision

Overtaking with a shorter distance next to bicyclist 
(distance from the vehicle’s right side doors to the 
bicyclist) leads to a greater chance of collision

Overtaking with a shorter distance next to bicyclist 
(distance from the vehicle’s right side doors to the 
bicyclist) leads to a greater chance of collision

perceived risk

target speed

lateral offset

oncoming vehicle

CarSim Simulation


